
Policy GMA SIB-Utrecht, 30-10-2019 
 
 
1. Opening 17:30 – 17.35 
Aiso: With the next hammer strike I open the GMA of October 30th, 2019 of the Utrecht                
Dutch United Nations Student Association at  17:32 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
Aiso: Then we proceed to the agenda item 2, setting the agenda. 
 
 HAMMER STRIKE 
2. Setting the agenda 17.35– 17.40 
Aiso: We would like to add the approval of the temporary budget to the agenda, after               
discussing the budget and before the board round. Any other additions to the agenda by the                
board? Any requests for additions to the agenda? Then the agenda is hereby set and we                
continue to item 3, the minutes. 
 
 HAMMER STRIKE 
 

3. Notulen vorige ALV                                                                                      17.40 – 17.45 
Aiso: We now discuss the minutes of the year- and inauguration gma of August 28 and 29                 
2019. We will discuss the minutes only on the content. Textual or stylistic remarks can be sent to                  
Madio. You can now ask all your questions at once. Are there questions about the year- and                 
inauguration GMA? 
 
Then the minutes (including discussed changes) of the General Members Assembly of            
August 28 and 29 2019 are accepted and we move on to agenda item 4, the mail. 
 
 HAMMER STRIKE 
 
4. Post 17.45 – 17.50 
Aiso: For this I give the floor to Madio. 
Madio: We have received 10 authorisations 

1. Eefje corbeek authorises Fayrouz Gomaa 
2. Michael Stam authorises Ruben Ros 
3. Judith IJzereef authorises Merel Martens 
4. Heleen Franssen authorises Rosalie Fidder 
5. Annika B. van Opstal authorises Valentine Mostermans 
6. Nian Vervoort authorises Martijn Knapen 
7. Demian van Gurp authorises Jaleesa de Regt 
8. Kim van Dorp authorises Myrte Spaargaren 
9. Sander Lamme authorises Iris Veldhuis 
10. Li-An Middelkoop authorises Corné Diependaal 

Furthermore Ruben Ros has sent in a letter, which will be read during target 1. 



  
Aiso: Then we move on to agenda item 5, the announcements. 
 
 HAMMER STRIKE 
 
5. Announcements 17.50 – 17.55 
Aiso: Welcome to the GMA! So great to see so many of you here. Now there will be several                   
announcements; 

● As you can see, the powerpoint is in English, and since there are non-dutch speaking               
members present, the GMA will be in English. If you want to ask questions, you may                
do so in both English and Dutch, in the latter case we will translate the question to                 
English before answering in English.  

● Please turn your mobile phones off. 
● Please sign the attendance sheet, otherwise you are officially absent. 
● Please keep the room tidy. Do not litter and keep eating and drinking to a minimum. 
● There is a time limit to this GMA as we have to leave the room at 22:00h. This means                   

that we are on a tight schedule. 
● Please speak only when you are given the floor. Otherwise it is impossible for Madio               

to take minutes, and thus no minutes will be taken and you will officially have said                
nothing. 

● Are there any objections to the GMA being recorded for minuting purposes? the             
recording will not be shared outside the board and deleted as soon as the minutes               
are uploaded to the website. 

● If certain terms are unclear, please refer to the glossary in the policy document              
before you ask the board, in order to run the GMA as smooth as possible 

 Then we move on to agenda item 6, installation and discharging committees. 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
6. installation and discharging committees 17.55 – 18.00 
Aiso: With the next hammer strike I discharge:  

- as a member of the Cooking Committee- Emma van der Tang 
 

HAMMER STRIKE 
 
David: Dear Emma, thank you very much for all you contributions to the Cooking Committee,              
over the past year we have enjoyed all of your culinary extravagances and now we wish you                 
the best of luck in the FIT Committee and further endeavors within SIB! 
 
Aiso 

- as a member of the Party Committee - Alex van Loon  
 

HAMMER STRIKE 
 



David: Dear Alex, you have been a staunch member for the Party Committee over the past                
year. We would like to thank you very much for this effort. Going forth, we wish you the best                   
of luck in the Simulation Committee.  
 
Aiso 

- as a member of the UIT Committee - Annika B. van Opstal, Mijke  
Dhondt, Leon Gerridzen, Maaike Stock, Madio Seck en Robert Groenewege  
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
Li-An Mu.: Dear UITcie, thank you for all your hard work in organising a great UIT for SIB.                  
Annika B. van Opstal, as chair, you have had to guide the committee through several nice,                
but also certainly less nice surprises. Léon, as a treasurer you have kept the budget nice                
and tight, beautifully puzzling your way through. Maaike, as secretary you have kept very              
nice minutes and also organised the dinner table schedule together with Mijke. Mijke, among              
other things, you have organised very successful escalation drinks. Madio and Robert, you             
were extra busy in this hectic period as ‘futurem temporum’ and did amazing juggling all               
these tasks; from managing the volunteers to a pub reading. We are eternally grateful for               
everything you all have done. 
 
Aiso 

- as a member of the September Camp Committee - Vivian van 
Oosten, Martin Averdijk, Merel de Goede, Dana van Uitert and 
Olga Dannenburg 
 

HAMMER STRIKE 
 
David: Dear Septemberkampcie, thank you for the amazing weekend you organised. As it             
was in de Runsvoort for the last time, it was definitely a memorable one! The groups were                 
competitive till the very last minute to grab and destroy horcruxes left and right. Vivian, thank                
you so much for your role as president. We know how chaotic and hectic being president of                 
this committee can be, but you handled it excellently. Martin, as always: great job on the                
more graphical side: beautiful banners and an even more beautiful logo. Merel: as treasurer              
you did a fine job bookkeeping and I’m sure everyone enjoyed your water game. Dana:               
everyone loved your escape room, please make one again some time. And last but definitely               
not least: Olga, thank you for your kip&boer game, always a pleasure to play and your efforts                 
from behind the curtains. I wish you all the best of luck with your further endeavours within                 
SIB and we really hope to see you this year more often. 
 
Aiso 

- as a member of the Fall Introduction Trip Committee - Anne Keulen 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
David Dear Anne, thank you for your contributions to the FIT Committee. Unfortunately you             
had to drop out due to unforeseen circumstances. Still, thank you for your enthusiasm. 



 
Aiso 

- as a member of the Film Committee - Emma Kisjes 
-  

Robert  Dear Emma, thank you for your contributions to the Film Committee. By your 
speaker invitation skills, we were able to organise some really great film talks last year. We 
regret to see you leave the committee but hope you have enjoyed your time in it. 
 
Aiso 

- as a member of the Symposium Committee - Klaske Schep, Lars 
Reijnen 

 
Robert Dear Klaske and Lars, thank you very much for your relative short but very effective 
time in the Symposium committee. Klaske, you have laid a very robust groundwork for the 
symposium, which I’m glad for, and I’m sure Lars has been of great help. I hope you will 
enjoy being a member in the Board of Advisors, Klaske, and I hope to see you soon again at 
SIB Lars! 
 
Aiso: With the next hammer strike I install:  

- As a member of the External Affairs Committee - Lotte Zijlstra 
-  As a member of the Internal Affairs Committee – Mijke Dhondt 
- As a member of the Activities Committee – Sanna Beenhakker 
- As a member of the Cooking Committee – Myrthe Spaargaren 
- As members of the Party Committee – Kim van Dorp and Iris de Boer 
- As a member of the Fall Introduction Trip Committee – Cas Blaauw 
- As members of the Simulation Committee – Xaviër Schreurs, Rick Grijpma,           

Fayrouz Gomaa, Alex van Loon and Bas van de Berg 
- As a member of the Film Committee - Edwin Ma 
- As members of the Intellectual Activities Committee - Max Geerlings and           

Wouter Visser 
- As a member of the Symposium Committee - Job de Bruijne 
- As members of the IT Committee - Madio Seck and Remco Loghtenberg 
 

Now we move on to the installment of society presidents 
 

With the next hammer strike I install:  
- as president of Naturally - Annika B. Boekenstijn 
- as president of D.A.S. - Tom Tervoort 

  
 
HAMMER STRIKE – We all wish them the best of luck! 
 
Aiso: Then we move on to the next agenda item, item 7, the GMA-committees. 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 



7. GMA-committees  18.00 – 18.20 
Aiso: Then we have arrived at the GMA committees. Can I ask one member of each of the                  
committees to update the GMA on their activities? 
 Is there a member of the Board of Advisors present? 
 
Rosalie: The Board of Advisors has spent the past couple of months getting up and running                
and getting acquainted with the Board. We have also hosted a SIB history lesson, focusing               
on lessons learned from previous boards, and supported the Board's preparations for this             
GMA, by reviewing the policy plan and pre-discussing this GMA with the Board. Besides              
meeting the Board, we met with the Auditing Committee to align on communication and              
information needs. This alignment is particularly important this year, following the           
establishment of the Task Force. We anticipate situations in which responsibilities of the             
Board of Advisors and the Auditing Committee could overlap and want to prevent both              
committees from thinking the other committee will take action, while nothing happens. 
Lastly, we have planned a meeting with both the Auditing Committee and the Task Force to                
make sure that all three parties are aligned as well.  
 
Aiso: any questions? Then to continue, is there a member of the Auditing Committee              
present? 
 
Corné: Our beloved praeses Wouter is unfortunately stuck in OV-transport, that's why I will              
be the one presenting. We of the auditing committee have recently been occupied with the               
first audit of the year. We did this to see how Annika B. is doing with her bookkeeping.                  
Annika B. is doing well and we would wish for her to continue this trend. Furthermore we                 
have been answering her questions regarding policy and such topics. That was All. 
Goodluck tonight! 
 
Aiso: Any questions? Then to continu, is there a member of the SIB-Link present? 
 
Valentine: Eefje will be a bit later so I’m substituting for her. Over the past few months we                  
have been working hard on the first Link, which will soon be appearing on your doormats.                
Furthermore we have welcomed a new member, Jeljer, whom we will soon be voting into the                
committee. 
 
Aiso: Any questions? 
 
Jeljer: Hello, I’m Jeljer and I want to become a member of the SIB-Link editorial office. I                 
always enjoy reading the sport rubric and that’s what I want to write about in the SIB-Link. 
 
Aiso: Thank you, then we shall now vote on the candidacy of Jeljer for the SIB-Link. 
 
Paper vote results: 

● Present: 19 
● For: 26 
● Against: 0 
● Withholding: 1 



 
With the next hammer strike I install Jeljer Aldersjof as a member of the SIB-Link. 
 
Then we move on to agenda item 8, an update on the relocation. 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
8. Update on relocation                                18.20 – 18.25 
Aiso As you all know, we have to move away from Pnyx since it is to be renovated. The                   
university has provided a new building, located on Princetonplein 9 on the Utrecht Science              
Park. We have visited this new building and deem it an insufficient replacement for Pnyx.               
The building is hard to find, not fireproof, not wheelchair accessible and there is no option to                 
cook in the building.  
 
Plus the moment of the relocation, sometime early in december, is near impossible to realise               
in such a short period of time. Especially since at this time, we still don’t know the exact date                   
of the relocation or how long it will take.  
 
We have notified the university about these objections through a letter signed by us and               
thirteen other associations handed to the executive board. We expect an answer next             
monday, when we have a meeting with all the board from Pnyx and a delegation from the                 
university. Furthermore the associations have called for a petition against the relocation and             
we wish for all of you to sign it. 
 
So unfortunately, a lot is still unclear at this moment.  Are there any questions? 
 
Rosali: Maybe it is an idea to talk to UCU in the name of SIC, the umbrella organisation for                   
international student associations, for housing there. 
Aiso: UCU is also closing, right? 
Rosalie: Yes, but only in 5 years. So for now you can possibly be housed there nicely.  
Aiso: That’s true, thank you for the suggestion.  
Job: For how long is the relocation? 
Aiso: It is temporary. Previously the princetonplein was also on the demolition list, but that               
has been temporarily delayed so we can move in. 
Job; So… we will then go back to pnyx? 
Aiso: No, it is for the next couple of years. The university wants to decrease the surface                 
area of their campus, so after that we will be moving to another location on the uithof. 
 
Aiso: Then we continue to agenda item 9, the policy document. 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
9. Policy 18.25 –20.40 
Aiso: The policy document will be discussed only on the content, Textual or stylistic remarks               
can be sent to Madio. Only policy subjects containing major changes will be discussed              



extensively and covered in the PowerPoint presentation. Afterwards is it possible to ask             
questions about parts of the policy document that have not been covered yet. 
 Are there any questions about the introduction? 
Then we move on to the targets. 
 
Target 1: Secure the future of our talks and increase their quality, attendance, variety,              
and relative amount of English talks 18.30 - 18.55 
Robert: Our talks every Tuesday evening are unique in Utrecht and one of the pillars of SIB.                 
For more than 15 years, SIB has been able to organise a talk every week, most of which of                   
high quality. However, in the past few years, significant problems have arisen. I will now give                
the floor to Aiso, who will explain the current situation of the finances. 
 
Aiso: In the past years we have experienced that our chances of receiving support from               
funds has decreased, as well as a decrease in the amount funds pledge to the programme                
of talks. This has led to a budget deficit for the past two years. This year, one of our main                    
contributor (Vfonds) has decided to no longer support the talks, which has significantly             
increased budget deficit. As a result, the setup of the talks in its current form is no longer                  
viable.  
 
At this moment, the talks in their current interval face a budget deficit of €4,898.10. This                
would have to be covered by the financial reserves, which currently contains €9,875.00. In              
other words, continuing the weekly talks would halve the financial reserves. This would bring              
the safety of the future of the talks in danger. 
 
Robert: In addition to the current large budget deficit for the programme of talks, another               
problem is the decreased average attendance last year compared to the year before.             
Despite general satisfaction about the quality of talks, some talks were also of a relative               
low-quality past year, which we think can be attributed to the established expectation of a               
weekly talk. 
 
This budget deficit shows that the current setup of the talks is simply unsustainable, and it                
would be irresponsible not to resolve this issue. However, it is an important pillar with which                
SIB distinguishes itself from other associations and as such, a pillar that we would like to                
keep. It is therefore our goal to secure the future of our programme of talks. This will be                  
achieved by two things. 
 
First, SIB will switch from a talk organised every week to every 2 weeks from January 1st,                 
2020, onwards. This decision has been made to preserve the financial reserves as much as               
possible and minimise the budget deficit. Our opinion is that this urgent solution helps with               
securing the future of the talks and is also the best solution, given the difficulties with other                 
solutions. Instituto Cervantes has a great setup, but is also a relative expensive location for               
the association. Past years, locations that are cheaper than but as high quality as Cervantes               
have been sought, but to no avail. Furthermore, as Aiso has indicated, receiving funds has               
become more and more difficult, but the AC will do their best this year to close the budget                  
deficit. It should be noted that we would rather have a talk of great quality every week, but                  



that that is irresponsible. The biweekly talk should also help increase attendance again and              
put quality above quantity. 
 
This means that every other week there will be a Tuesday evening without a talk. We think                 
members should be given the opportunity to present their ideas and opinions about the              
content of the Tuesday evening without a talk, for which we will organise Members’              
Consultation Moments in the office. We see multiple possible scenarios as alternatives for             
the talk on Tuesday. 
 
Second, a Task Force has been established that is tasked with finding ways that will allow                
the talks to be continued beyond the year 2019-2010, since the budget deficit is not               
eliminated by switching to biweekly talks. This Task Force, consisting of four people, will              
focus on planning out several scenarios to support the talks. Broadly speaking, they will              
investigate ways to either reduce expenses or increase income for the talks. These             
scenarios are, among more, alternative locations for the talks and exploring the option of              
creating a foundation for the talks. This foundation would be more attractive for people to               
donate to than a student association, since people tend to like giving money to intellectual               
talks more than giving money to students. Plus, a foundation for the talks would be eligible                
for an ANBI-status, which SIB recently lost. This ANBI-status makes donating to the             
foundation tax deductible. The Task Force will cooperate with the AC and EC and operate               
until the Half-Year-GMA, where we will present their findings to the GMA. 
 
Aiso: Ruben will now read his letter. 
 
Ruben:  
“Geacht Bestuur, beste ALV, 
Vanavond spreekt de ALV over de plannen van Bestuur van Leeuwe (2019-2020). In het 
beleidsplan zoekt het bestuur naar oplossingen voor de problemen van het 
lezingenprogramma. Het is prijzenswaardig dat het bestuur nadenkt over de lange termijn, 
en dapper dat zij concrete voorstellen opneemt in het beleidsplan. 
 
Een van die voorstellen, het terugbrengen van het aantal lezingen naar één per twee weken, 
is in onze ogen echter onnodig en bovendien schadelijk voor SIB. In deze brief willen we 
onze zorgen uiten, om zo bij te dragen aan een goede discussie op de ALV. Wij stellen 
voor te wachten met verminderen van lezingen, om zo eerst alle opties af te wegen. Wij 
hopen dat het bestuur om deze reden een Ledenoverlegmoment organiseert om dit 
belangrijke vraagstuk te bespreken en alle mogelijkheden (financieel en inhoudelijk) te 
verkennen. 
 
Eerst het probleem: het bestuur stelt dat met het wegvallen van het V-fonds een belangrijke 
bron van financiering verdwijnt. Dit betekent dat het lezingenprogramma op de lange 
termijn financieel niet duurzaam is. Het ‘gat’ wat geslagen wordt door dit wegvallen omvat 
enkele duizenden euro’s. Wij zijn, net als het bestuur, van mening dat dit te denken geeft. 
Echter, het verminderen van het aantal lezingen is een te ingrijpend en overhaast besluit, en 
wel om vier redenen: 
 



Ten eerste zijn nog lang niet alle financiële opties verkent. Wat betreft fondsen is er nog 
veel werk te verrichten. Zo is nog niet gesproken met de congrescommissie, die tientallen 
fondsen heeft aangeschreven en hiermee veel kennis heeft opgedaan. Daarnaast heeft SIB 
een omvangrijk netwerk. Buitenlandse Zaken, NGIZ (landelijk), de NVVN, Studium 
Generale en de UU zouden mee kunnen denken over alternatieve vormen van financiering. 
Wij kunnen melden dat de NVVN ons in ieder geval graag helpt, wellicht financieel, maar 
in ieder geval met het benaderen van andere financieringsbronnen zoals BuZa. We moeten 
ons realiseren dat het gat van 4000 euro groot lijkt, maar voor dit soort organisaties is dit 
echt geen groot bedrag. Ook de sponsoring zou daarom een grotere rol kunnen spelen. 
Daarnaast staat de bijdrage van SIB aan de lezingenbegroting eigenlijk niet in verhouding 
tot de waarde van het lezingenprogramma voor de vereniging. Eventueel vergezeld van een 
 
contributieverhoging zou het SIB-aandeel in de lezingenbegroting opgeschroefd kunnen 
worden. 
 
Ten tweede zijn nog niet alle huisvestingsopties overwogen. Cervantes is verantwoordelijk 
voor het grootste deel van de kosten. Verhuizen zou daarom een reële optie kunnen zijn. 
Universiteitspanden, de Bibliotheek of de Hemingway: alles ligt nog open. 
 
Ten derde ligt er nog veel ruimte voor een alternatieve invulling van het 
lezingenprogramma. Denk eerst na over ‘anders’ in plaats van direct over te gaan op 
‘minder’. Voorbeelden van een andere invulling: eens per maand een promovendus in de 
Hemingway laten spreken; structureel aanhaken bij Studium Generale; masterclasses en 
workshops op de Drift; oud-leden inzetten als sprekers. Opties ten overvloede. 
 
Ten vierde is de vermindering van de lezingen potentieel schadelijk voor de vereniging. De 
lezing vormt een essentieel element van SIB, en vermindering zou een steunpilaar voor 
ledenbetrokkenheid wegslaan. Wij betwijfelen of vervangende activiteiten voldoende 
tegemoet komen aan de wensen van de leden. Ook verwordt de lezing door deze maatregel 
tot een activiteit. Met andere woorden, in plaats van de basis van de vereniging, wordt de 
lezing iets “wat we ook nog doen”. Wie zegt dat volgende besturen dan niet besluiten om 
het aantal lezingen verder in te perken? 
 
Al met al hopen we duidelijk gemaakt te hebben dat deze beslissing overhaast is. Benut 
eerst de kennis en creativiteit van alle leden in het nadenken over de toekomst. Het 
verminderen van het aantal lezingen is wat ons betreft een laatste optie. Er liggen nog 
talloze opties open, laten we die eerst uitdiepen. 
 
Hoogachtend, 
Ruben Ros 
Mariet de Boer 
Daan Weller 
Rex Panneman 
 
Iris Stofberg 
Jip Lensink 



Rik van Huigenbos 
Stefan Den Boeft 
 
Ideeën- en Actieplan 
Hier hebben wij enkele concrete voorstellen verzameld. 
 
Fondsen 
- NGIZ-Utrecht is opgedoekt en gaat veranderen in een fonds. Ze hebben nog 
duizenden euro’s beschikbaar voor IB-gerelateerde activiteiten. 
- Het Müller-fonds stimuleert educatieve activiteiten een heeft eerder NGIZ 
gesponsord. 
- de congrescommissie (Jip/Catja) hebben tientallen fondsen aangeschreven. Hier ligt 
nog veel kennis. 
Alternatieve Financiering 
- de Universiteit is ontzettend ontvankelijk voor situaties als de onze. Vraag een 
gesprek met de rector aan. Vierduizend euro is een schijntje voor ‘m. 
- NGIZ financiert ‘Van Bylantlezingen’ voor enkele duizenden euro’s. SIB heeft deze 
in het verleden ook georganiseerd. 
- De NVVN heeft veel geld beschikbaar voor SIB-achtige activiteiten. Daarnaast kan 
de voorzitter, Simone Phillipini, helpen met het benaderen van andere organisaties. 
- Buitenlandse Zaken zet steeds harder in op educatie en kan een potentiele partner 
zijn. 
- Het congres heeft een succesvolle crowdfunding-actie opgezet. Dit is uiteraard geen 
structurele oplossing maar in dit noodgeval zou dit een reële optie kunnen zijn. 
- Contributieverhoging is mogelijk. Vergeleken bij andere vereniging is onze 
contributie niet hoog, en voor een wekelijks lezingenprogramma mag best wat meer 
gevraagd worden. 
- De verhouding gezelligheid/inhoud op de begroting is ook aan te passen. In 
verhouding tot het belang van de lezingen voor SIB gaat er relatief weinig geld naar 
het lezingenprogramma. 
- Instellingen als Pakhuis de Zwijger en De Balie pushen actief een ‘pay what you 
want’ concept. SIB heeft een donatiemodel maar hier wordt nog lang niet genoeg 
mee gedaan. 
 
Huisvesting 
- De UU heeft fantastische panden in de binnenstad. Een gratis locatie in het 
Academiegebouw of in een van de Janskerkhofpanden moet niet moeilijk te regelen 
zijn (zie bijv. SIB-Leiden). 
- De Bibliotheek betrekt binnenkort een nieuw pand. Eerdere gesprekken zijn 
gesneuveld op de eventuele inhoudelijke bemoeienis van de Bibliotheek. Wat ons 
betreft moeten we hier flexibeler zijn. 
- de Hemingway is geschikt voor informele bijeenkomsten. Eens per maand een ander 
type lezing zou dit dan een geschikte locatie maken. 
Inhoudelijke alternatieven 
- er is veel mogelijk als het gaat om de invulling van de lezingen, bijvoorbeeld: 
- maak een maandelijkse promovenduslezing in de Hemingway of een 



Universiteitspand: makkelijk te regelen, goed voor de UU. 
- organiseer workshops en masterclasses op locatie die eens per maand de 
lezing vervangen” 
 
Aiso: Any questions so far? 
 
Miriam: You keep saying we, who is we? 
Ruben: Ruben Ros, Mariet de Boer, Daan Weller, Rex Panneman, Iris Stofberg, Jip             
Lensink, Rik van Huigenbos and Stefan Den Boeft. These are all people that have been in a                 
Board committees, congress committees or something else. 
Aiso: Previous commissioners of acquisition have also tried it, there is little chance of it               
working seeing these past few years. I haven’t talked to the congress committee, but have               
done research into funds. They generally prefer to give money to one-time projects,             
collaborative talks, but even then that's not a solution. That’s why we need to take action                
now, otherwise we won't have any reserves left next year.  
Robert: As Aiso has been saying, there is a lot unclear about the way funds give money. A                  
different layout of our tuesday evenings has also been thought of. You proposed cafe              
Hemingway, we don't see that as an option. This is because of a variety of reasons one of                  
which is quality above quantity, because this might give bad talks that do more harm than                
good. All of this involves a lot of things, that's why we have set up a taskforce, which will be                    
busy till the end of the calendar year, whose ideas we will present during the half-year GMA.                 
We want to fix the problem instead of moving it forward to next Boardyear. 
Rosalie: Is it correct that the starting date of this plan is January 2020 instead of 2021, so                  
you won't be waiting another year before you take action? 
Robert: Yes that is correct, the contract with cervantes is renewed every calendar year so               
that has to happen then. 
Rosalie: So with this decision you directly influence your successors decisions. 
Robert: Yes that's right, Annika B. will explain further. 
Annika B.: The contract we have with Cervantes says that we have to have a minimum of                 
10 lectures there, this upcoming calendar year we will have fulfilled that regardless of              
biweekly talks. So it doesn't matter for our plan. We do however, want to make our intentions                 
clear to Cervantes. 
Rosalie: So to summarise, you are presenting an idea to do a biweekly lecture in Cervantes                
and Ruben thinks you mean bi-weekly lectures in general, those are two completely different              
things and i want to make this difference clear to the GMA. This keeps the other options for                  
tuesday evenings wide open. 
Robert: Yes that’s right, the fill in of the other tuesdays is still open to be intellectual, but                  
that's not necessary. 
Martijn: So without changing the contract, we have to have a talk in cervantes once every 4                 
weeks minimum, because there are about 40+ weeks during which SIB is active in the year.                
Then why change in January? 
Annika B.: Excuse me, I misspoke. It’s also in the contract powerpoint that we have to show                 
their logo 40 times. 
Martijn: That doesn't matter, you can just show their logo in different locations according to               
the contract. It doesn't necessarily have to be at Talks in Cervantes. 



Robert: Another reason for this decisions is that it's more convenient, because all of the               
talks till December are already set. 
Miriam: Even though it isn't in the contract, you still want to be a reliable partner of                 
Cervantes. So there shouldn't be any unpleasant surprises for them, so it's best to do it clean                 
and professional per calendar year as they wish. Ruben’s letter did have some nice ideas for                
the taskforce to look at and investigate further. They might use this informationin 2021 when               
they are figuring out how to have weekly talks again. I’m however worried that we won’t have                 
time to figure out all of the alternatives before it's too late. 
Ruben: To go back to talking about quality, saying that not having a talk at Cervantes                
means that the talk doesn't have quality is ridiculous. It doesn't matter where it is as long as                  
it's something intellectual. I understand that something needs to happen, but I don’t get why               
it is less talks. Why not jump in temporarily to fix the issue as we do with committees. This is                    
the first time that we have really been confronted with this lack of money. 
Robert: So you want to see something intellectual, there is space for that. The MCM’s are                
for discussing what will be the program for tuesdays en if we want to keep it intellectual or                  
not. There is definitely an option for it to stay intellectual. 
Nian: What are the financial plans now, how do biweekly talks make a difference and how                
much of the budget do you want to use for those other tuesdays? 
Annika B.: This makes a difference of about 2000 euros this year. It isn't clear yet what the                  
plan is for the other tuesdays so it's still unclear what the costs will be exactly. 
- 
Jaleesa: I am in the taskforce, we have mostly been looking towards future proof solutions               
and the aim is to eventually return to weekly talks in Cervantes. The goal is for now to keep                   
existing and to refill the deficit in our reserves. 
Miriam: I agree with not trying again this year to fix it while having weekly talks, we have                  
been doing that for the past 2 year. This is clearly a structural problem which cannot be                 
solved with an immediate money injection. We can’t keep trying because soon we won't              
have any money left, there are no alternatives! 
Martijn: We might be misunderstanding each other. This isn't a policy problem, but a              
phrasing one. The policy-plan makes it sounds like half of the tuesdays won't be intellectual               
anymore, which isn't necessarily true. Since they might still be. 
Robert: They might not necessarily be talks, a workshop is something completely different             
from a talk organised by a committee. 
Martijn: But the Intac also does workshops and intellectual activities, so basically nothing             
changes. The format changes, but not the content. 
Robert: I understand, so for you it’s mostly about semantics. Yes, we have had the same                
train of thought, we also think that the content of the other tuesday most likely will remain                 
intellectual. 
Martijn: Yes we understand that. So change the semantics and let the content of the other                
tuesdays be filled by the EC. 
Fayrouz: I think letting the format be open is indeed the correct way. This way external                
parties can see that we are experimenting and are open to new ideas and other ways to fill                  
the evening intellectually. 
Miriam: So to summarise Martijn, he wants to have the other tuesday be an intellectual               
activity is a good idea. However it is now still open, because it's still unclear how exactly                 
those other tuesdays will be filled. 



Martijn: You do need to keep it clear that as SIB you don't aim to become less intellectual                  
and only care about money, otherwise you will look bad. I'm adding this explicitly so it's clear                 
for everybody and there are no misunderstandings about you intentions. 
Aiso: So to summarise, if we keep a weekly intellectual program you are fine with not having                 
weekly talks but instead discussions or something else on the other tuesdays? 
Martijn: Yes. 
Aiso: Yes that’s what we said, our policy says that we do not have a definite plan to fill those                    
other tuesdays. 
Martijn: No, because those tuesdays need to remain intellectual and not something else. 
Miriam: What counts as something intellectual? 
Aiso: We don't have a concrete answer for that now. 
Sanne: I like intellectual activities, but I do want to vote for the option of having those other                  
tuesdays not being intellectual and keeping it open for the MCM’s. 
Aiso: Okay so let's vote by hand. 
 
Vote options: 

● only intellectual 
● maybe intellectual 
● not intellectual 

Vote results: maybe intellectual 
 
 
Robert: The other part of this goal is to increase the quality, attendance, and variety of                
talks and increase the relative amount of English talks. 
 
Quality 
One problem that arose was that votes by members were influenced by the targets              
formulated in the respective Policy Documents. Another issue was the relatively low            
response rate to the yearly Talks survey. To overcome these issues, a new evaluation              
system will be implemented, in which votes and surveys are combined and weighed 75%              
and 25%, respectively. Votes will have a 10-point scale like previous years, and the survey               
will get 7 qualitative categories that will be linearly translated to a 10-point scale. We expect                
that this will increase the significance of the survey and decrease the influence of the target                
on the votes. Our target is that the talks receive an average of 8.00 or higher using this                  
new evaluation system. 
 
How: Firstly, the quality of the speaker and their presentation will be the top priority for any                 
talk. For this purpose, speakers will be assessed more ‘ex ante’ on their presentation skills, if                
possible. This will include their quality of English as well in the context of more English talks. 
Secondly, the organisation of the talks will be improved upon by (a) improving the              
committees responsible for the talks and (b) increasing high-quality collaboration with           
external contacts. 
 
Thirdly, additional minor changes will be made: more speakers with contrasting opinions            
will be invited to ensure discussions are captivating, and the duration of the talk will be made                 
more adaptive, depending on the format and attendance. 



 
Attendance 
Our target is to have a median of at least 50 and an average of at least 70 attendees (by                    
some very well-attended talks), as measured over the entire year. This will be achieved by 
1. increasing the quality of the programme; 
2. intensifying existing collaborations and establishing new ones 
3. increasing brand awareness and attracting a larger audience with recorded podcasts of             
the talks; 
4. incorporating all collaborations in the turnout statistic, including those in which SIB is not               
the main organiser or those which are not on Tuesdays; 
5. inviting well-known speakers. 
 
Variety 
For speakers, our target is to limit the fraction of academics at 40%, past year this was 42%.                  
For formats, new formats will be tried and tested and existing formats renewed; this will be                
evaluated by means of the Talks survey. Our target is to have a division of 20% IR, 60%                  
society-oriented subjects, and 20% SIB Talks, with an absolute margin of 10%. Our aim is               
also that similar subjects will not occur in succession more than once this year. 
 
English talks 
In the context of the two-year internationalisation track of SIB1, talks in English will become               
more frequent, with the following goals: 
1. ensure that international members can attend and enjoy our talks; 
2. make the talks more in line with SIB-Utrecht’s original goal as outlined in the Statutes 
3. attract a broader and larger audience, including the increasing number of international             
students in Utrecht; 
4. potentially attract new funds 
A minimum target of 60 % English talks will be adhered to.  
 
Aiso: Any questions about target 1? 
 
Rik: What are SIB-talks? 
Robert: TED talk-like lectures, this is a point from last year adjusted to include more               
diversity such as more STEM-related subjects. There will be multiple lecturers who will give              
their perspective on a divers subject. 
Fayrouz: I want to give my compliments to the details on the slides, however I have a                 
question on how you are going to steer the EC-members on the choosing of their topic for a                  
talk, so you can remain within your percentages?  
Robert: We already have a backup containing plenty of divers topics from which we will               
choose one in collaboration for the topic. 
Jaleesa on behalf of Demian:  Do you have data on the past lectures of this year. 
Robert: Yes I have data on that, but I haven’t processed it yet. However the attendance of                 
those lectures has been quite high, because they have been on Facebook for a long time                
which causes them to get more exposure and better working advertisements. 
Jaleesa: How will you calculate that in accordance with the median?  



Robert: The goal has been heightened concordance with the data of last year, our ambitions               
and other improvements we want to make  
Jaleesa: How will you do that in association with the diversity percentiles regarding the              
format? 
Robert: It is difficult to get the margins of format diversity, so there may be some deviation                 
from that. That's why there is the 10% margin. 
Miriam: How does that connect with our current statutes, is it world governance or modern? 
Robert: Modern. 
Martijn: Are not all talks covered by that and why not? Robert: No, because that wouldn't be                 
consistent with the data because it’s an entirely different format. The location and format              
type can greatly influence the attendance so it's hard to compare talks that aren’t similar in                
that aspect. 
Aiso: Once again, those other tuesdays still aren't set in stone. No more questions? Okay,               
then we will continue. 
 
AisoTarget 2: Optimise member integration and member connection 18.55 - 19.03 
 
David: Members are the heart of our association. As we now have had three successful               
UITweeks in a row, it is of the utmost importance these new members are integrated               
correctly. Therefore, this year, we want to put extra emphasis on the role of the mentors in                 
the process of successfully integrating new members. We want to achieve this by enacting              
the following changes: 

- Clear exchange of expectations between the CI and the mentors on each others             
duties 

- The CI and the IAC will pay extra attention to picking qualified mentor duos  
- Mentors have the freedom to spend the €2,- per new member on whatever they like,               

as long as it is used to increase member integration and is approved by the board 
- The CI and the IAC work together in the weeks following introduction periods to give 

extra care to new members falling behind 
 
Our target is to keep the number of dropouts of first years below 30% and those of second                  
years below 25%. Additionally, we want 60% of the first years and 55% of the second years                 
to be an active member by the end of the year. The definition of ‘active member’ will be the                   
same as last year. To test the atmosphere of the association, two surveys will be handed                
out: one halfway through the year and one at the end of the year. 
 
Aiso: Any questions? 
Rosalie: I have 2 questions. First of all it’s nice that you try to involve everybody, but you                  
have to accept that that sometimes just won’t happen because of a variety of reasons, e.g.                
study. Do try to learn why they won't get involved and don't be afraid to fail. 
David: Yes i agree, but often people disappear completely and are not available for contact               
anymore. So it is often quite difficult to learn how to improve from them in our approach. 
Rosalie: Second of all, how are you going to control the expenses of 2 euros, are you going                  
to check up afterwards or? 
David: If they don't spend the money on food but something else. Then they have to give a                  
heads up to the Board before the expenditure. 



Sanne: Regarding mentor policy, isn't it true that the mentors were already active during              
september camp? 
David: Yes that is true, all mentors were present and actively involved with member              
integration. The large amount of communication was very useful and there was always at              
least one of the two mentors present. 
Sanne: Did you think this contributed? 
David: Yes, they were very active and enthusiastic during the introduction camp, e.g. by              
inventing a yell. 
Jaleese: Why will you have identical surveys? 
David: We will have identical goals for the survey, not identical content. You might have               
misinterpreted that in the policy document. 
Kayan: I have a question about the definition of active member how do you decide when                
somebody is one? 
David: Ask Valentine. 
Valentine: Numbers make something measurable so you have to have something, it is quite              
an abstract concept so we have to place it in some sort of mold to measure it. 
Kayan: But according to the definition somebody can officially be an active member, but not               
really be that active. 
David: There is a more specific quotum for that, for example for societies to see if the                 
society itself and the president of it are active. For committees are we of the opinion if you                  
are in one, you are a active member. Because if you are willing to be in a committee, you                   
like the association enough to spend a portion of your free time contributing to it. 
Kayan: So a new rule is that you can be an active member if you are a president of an                    
active society. 
David: Yes 
Aiso: Yes, a president because an inactive society does not exist at the end of the year, so                  
to keep existing you have to be active. 
Fayrouz: Any goals for international students?  
David: Yes, they are listed at the target in the policy document. 
Anouk: What was the goal last year and what did they eventually get? 
David: My goals are generally 5% higher than last year and Valentine reached all her goals.                
The reason is that seeing as I can continue what my predecessor already has done and my                 
addition to it, I’m confident that I can can reach even higher goals. They aren't higher with                 
the international goal, because that is a very large challenge and I'm not sure if I can                 
improve further on that. 
 
Aiso: Target 3 Increase brand awareness (EN) 19.03 - 19.10 
 
Li-An Mu.: Increasing brand awareness ensures that SIB as an association will be better              
known to a wider audience, both to students and to people who are generally interested in                
SIB-Utrecht. This year we want to increase our brand awareness, both online and offline,              
through our presence and promotion of the association and its related activities. 
 
(Offline) 
Our target is to be present at, at least all the bachelor open days of the University of Applied                   
Sciences and the University of Utrecht, and the Orientation days for International students. 



We will also be measuring statistics of how new members found SIB: online/offline             
throughout the whole year to monitor the effects of offline promotion. 
 
(Online) 
By optimising the website and social media we hope to increase our online presence.  
We will measure the attendance rate of non-members who visit our public activities to see if                
we reached more people with promoting our association. With our related targets we aim for: 
a median of at least seventeen (17) non-members at our talks throughout the whole year               
and hundred (100) non-members attending the symposium. 
 
We will also measure the increase of our Instagram followers, aiming for a total of 350                
followers at the end of the year; a net increase of seventy-five followers. This number is                
based on the knowledge that members, interested people, and other organisations will follow             
this account and that this year we can expect around fifty-five new members. 
 
Furthermore, we will measure the performance statistics of the SIB-Utrecht Facebook-page           
with engagements on our promotional posts for our Talks; aiming for a median of fifty (50)                
event responses of ‘going’ or ‘interested’ 
 
Additionally, we will measure the performance statistics of the SIB-Utrecht website; aiming 
for an average site position of twenty-five (25); one position higher than last year. And 
aiming for 1550 clicks per six (6) months. Noting that this number is based on the current 
Wordpress site that was only for six months online in the previous year. 
 
Aiso: Any questions about target 3? 
 
Martijn: How will you define it and how will you do that with event engagement on                
Facebook. Is clicking already enough, do you measure reactions or what? 
Li-An Mu.: Facebook defines it as a tag, going, maybe or a reaction.  
Martijn: Ah okay. By the way, maybe it is an idea to measure spend money against clicks,                 
for data gathering. 
Li-An Mu.: My predecessor told me that the website is very important and has to work                
properly. 
Fayrouz: Do you have the number of the median of non-members tags from last year? 
Li-An Mu; We came to 17 non-members, I thought having a goal for the number of                
non-members at talks to be a good goal. 
Fayrouz; That is definitely a good goal, but how will you do that with Studium Generale                
talks, because they generally have quite a high number of non-members. So you will almost               
automatically reach your goal if you count those. Also you have quite an ambitious goal for                
the symposium. 
Li-An Mu.; Yes it's definitely ambitieus, but the preparations are already under way so we               
think we can make it and we also think the goal can work as a motivation factor. 
Fayrouz; But how will you reach it? 
Li-An Mu.: By giving the symposium commision space to experiment, working intimately            
with them and to carefully figure out past successes and mistakes. 



Sanne; If i can speak on behalf of the symposium committee, we have talked about the                
number of non-members, but we found this goal to be quite ambitieus. We were thinking               
more of 140 participant, of which 40 members of SIB. Still that's quite a lot and your goal put                   
us under quite a bit of pressure. We also have plenty of creative ideas for posters, talks, etc. 
Jaleesa; Are there any active action you will undertake for the instagram increase? 
Li-An Mu; We aim for 50 new members and are planning to cooperate with other               
associations to increase our network and collaborate with them. 
Miriam: So… you didn't consult the goal number of non-members with the symposium             
commision, why not? 
Li-An Mu; The goal is meant for me personally after looking over the previous years and                
estimating what's realistic. 
Miriam: So why put it in the policy document then? 
Robert; The attendance for the symposium is never tracked properly, so it is hard to track.                
Last year it didn't go well, so we estimated that in a good year a attendance of 100                  
non-members is fair. 
Miriam; The congress had 300 participants so what. Also that the commision only hears              
about this number now is unacceptable. 
Robert; Yes, it isn't optimal indeed. 
Jaleesa; Also the year before last year was a congres, so a lustrum year. So we invested a                  
lot of money into it. 
Martijn; Place it in all sorts of external contacts, such as the RTL agenda, the AD etc. That                  
way you will get lots of promotion towards non-members. 
Rosalie; Do you count speakers as external contacts, because that can make a difference. 
Kayan; What is new about the offline and why the 1550 clicks? 
Li-An Mu; We want to know how people know of SIB and see where and when we will have                   
the greatest effect with promotion. About click, that is new because the current site has only                
existed for 6 months and we only recently acquired data about it, so it's a faraway goal. 
Kayan; So its clicks towards the website? By the way, why not use time spend on the                 
website too? 
Li-An Mu.: Good point, i haven't looked towards that yet. 
Kayan; It’s on the same part of the website! 
Li-An Mu: I got the number from the NAS. 
Martijn: First, use google statistics. Second, round down the number to 1500. It looks nicer. 
 
Aiso Target 4: Improving Activities 19.10 - 19.20 
 
David: In line with our growing number of younger members, we think it is very valuable to                  
increase the quality of our weekly activities organised by our continuous committees. High             
quality activities will help significantly with the integration of these members and overall             
improve the association as a whole. We want to achieve this by enacting the following               
changes: 

- Increasing attention to and emphasis on president trainings 
- Active encouragement and stimulation of committee members by their presidents and           

supervising board members 
- Active supervision of the internal promotion by the CI (clear deadlines, reminders,            

etc.) 



- Emphasis on unique and original activities this year 
To measure the effectiveness of these changes, we will record the turnouts of these              
activities. As we have the numbers from last year, we aim to achieve a 15% increase in                 
average turnout compared to last year. 
 
Aiso: Any questions about target 4? 
 
Sanne: First of all, do you think attendance alone is a valuable enough data source for                
measuring improvement? Why not also look at the opinions of members, that's also             
important. 
David; Yes, because how many people go to an activity also contributes to the fun-factor               
and appeal of activities. 
Sanne; Second, what do you define as an original activity? 
David; By giving commision the space to be creative and do as they wish and try to avoid                  
yearly activities that are done atleast once or more a year such as bowling. 
Sanne; Okay, but be clear what you define as an original activity. 
Jaleesa; I don't get the comparison the the previous year. 
David; We are comparing the activities of a commission of this year with the same               
commission of the previous year. 
Robert; We will do this with every commision. 
Mijke; During AcCo meeting last year, it was clear that money was quite a limiting factor.                
Both in budget of the commission as the size of contribution of members made it quite                
difficult. There were a lot of financial “adjustments” because of lack of budget and that               
severely limited creativity. 
David: We want to stimulate commissions to look at all the options. 
Rosalie; It still sounds like you want to make activities more appealing and not better.               
Perhaps you should also use anecdotes as evidence. 
David; Yes that's correct, but that's very hard to measure. 
Robert; That's why we have the membership survey.  
Sanne; A tip, make a list of what makes an activity attractive. 
Miriam: Organising an activity is hard for beginner committees, especially with these            
requirements with which you filter the amount of proposed activities. What will you do to still                
get enough activities with all these limitations? 
David; We will do it in cooperations with commissions. 
Miriam; This sounds quite demotivating. You are critiquing them while the commission's is             
still learning. Is this even a good idea, is it realistic or aren't your requirements to high? How                  
will you pull this of? 
David; Together with the IC we will have plenty of information and knowledge of the               
opinions of members. And if the requirements are too high we will lower them later this year. 
Klaske; Do IC-members agree with whis, is this doable? 
Mijke; Yes this is doable, it also belongs to the duties of the IC and i have confidence we                   
can make a  judgement on this. 
Klaske; Yes i understand that, but is it clear that David is going to need your support to see                   
if the other commissions organise good activities? 
David; I will use the IC to hear the opinions on the members for the association to see if my                    
requirements are feasible, they won't help organising things. 



Martijn; Do be careful with supervision, it can be demotivating for them if you interfere. If you                 
baby them you will annoy them so stay subtle. People must want to do things, they shouldn't                 
feel as if they have to. 
Robert; We mean to guide them, not baby them. 
David; Perhaps a better them is supervise them. 
Martijn; It isn't just the phrasing, but the entire story. 
Valentine; Maybe there is another, more fun, way to do this. For example Groningen does               
commission training on fun event that that people enjoy. 
Kayan; Why is this goal just for the commissions under the CI and CE, why not the                 
UITcommittee as well? 
David; This is because these commissions are commission that organise the weekly            
activities of the association and contribute a lot to the association and member bonding. 
Kayan; But don’t they also deserve this guidance, just like the other commissions. 
David; Yes they do, however this is about this goal. naturally other commissions also              
deserve this guidance. 
Kayan; Why with this goal, all of this sounds so weird. This way you make it seem that other                   
commissions aren't that important according to you. By the way, when do you start aiming               
for this goal, as in from when do you start counting the averages and for what kind of                  
number are you going. 
David; We want to have an average of 3 activities a week. 
 
Aiso: Target 5: Optimise the internationalisation of SIB-Utrecht                    19.20- 19.30 
 
Aiso: As you all know, last year we have started to open our association to non-dutch                
speaking members by changing the main language from Dutch to English. The plan for this               
has been laid out in the two-year-plan as agreed upon by the GMA last Februari. As useful a                  
guidance this has been, we believe that the process of internationalisation can be improved.  
 
Whereas the two-year-plan is formed to gradually anglicise the association as a single             
process, we believe that internationalising the association is actually a twofold process. The             
first process is the anglicising of the institutional and organisational part of the association.              
The second process is the anglicising of the associations culture.  
 
The first process is mostly the functioning of the board. This contains, among more, the               
communication from the board to the members, the website and this policy document. This              
process, we believe, is to be accelerated relative to the two-year-plan in order to              
successfully internationalise. It is our belief that this first process must be completed for the               
second process to really start. 
 
This second process, although of course initiated and supported by the board, is one that               
mainly the members must carry out. This concerns the change in culture within the              
association. Which means, most of all, changing the main spoken language from Dutch to              
English. And whereas the first process needs to be carried out in order to attract non-dutch                
speaking members, the second process is to be a result of the presence of non-dutch               
speaking members. While the first process is to be accelerated relative to the two-year-plan,              
this second process is expected to take longer than two years. 



 
Aiso; Any questions about target 5? 
 
Martijn; I have 2 questions. Why are you going to accelerate the internationalisation process              
and is there some kind of collaboration with the university? 
Aiso; Because we think that to get international members it is important to be accessible to                
them first. This is done in large part by making the main language accessible and               
understandable for them. 
Li-An Mu; The coordination is good. The university is very happy with us and is quite                
accommodating with us. They help us for example with promotion towards internationals, but             
it is definitely a process we need to keep a close eye on. 
Martijn; What do you do for promotion? 
Li-An Mu; One thing we do for example, is that we are present during the international                
student open day. 
Fayrouz; Why will the e-SIB be in English and not two separate ones? 
Madio; Yes, as you say we previously had two separate e-SIB’s. one for the dutch members                
and one for the international members. However we changed that because translating the             
e-SIB can be can quite difficult, because of the charactics of a languages humour and               
personality. That's why we thought it was better to make a single english e-SIB, so there                
won't be a difference between members. 
Valentine; How does that work with international member bonding? 
Aiso; We will discuss that at international member bonding evaluation. 
Miriam; What will you do to make these kinds of activities, such as ALV, more accessible for                 
members?  
Aiso; Yes indeed doing everything in english makes things a lot more difficult on us, but to                 
appeal to internationals we need to be as accessible as possible for them. This won't have                
much effect in this early stage of internationalisation, but it is better to start as early as                 
possible. 
Demian (Jaleesa); Regarding the  social aspect, how will you handle that? 
Aiso; Social transformations take time and must go naturally, so we can accelerate that. For               
example Groningen took 8 years for their GMA’s to be in Dutch, by then they already had                 
100 internationals. 
Demian (Jaleesa); English statutes aren't legally valid in the Netherlands. It is a nice idea               
though and neatly falls in line with your openness. 
Kayan; Have you already asked international members what they think? 
Aiso; No not yet, we definitely plan to. 
David; We will continue this at the international member bonding chapter. 
 
Aiso: Target 6 Improve the sustainable consumption within SIB-Utrecht    19.30 - 19.40 
 
Li-An Mu.: As an association we feel a social responsibility regarding our mindful             
consumption. Sustainable consumption is aimed at “doing more with less” and we feel that              
we are obligated to be conscious of the outcomes of our consumption. In the coming year,                
SIB-Utrecht will work together with the Green Office of both the UU and the HU and find                 
ways and implementations with which SIB-Utrecht and its members can improve their            
attitude towards the environment. 



 
Our current target that we have is to eliminate all paper forms members need to fill out,                 
in order to decrease the paper consumption by the association. New targets can be added               
after establishing the collaboration with both Green Offices.  
 
Aiso Any questions about target 6? 
 
Rosalie; Super cool, can members also contribute with ideas. 
Li-An Mu; Of course, you can post ideas in the online or offline ideabox. 
Rosalie; Isn't that just for activities. 
Li-An Mu; It’s also for intellectual activities. 
Jaleesa (Demian); How will you handle the paper flyer remains that are given to              
non-members at talks? 
Li-An Mu; These are for non-members, so to keep promoting SIB talks towards             
non-members we will keep handing these out. However we will more accurately estimate             
how many external members we will have who will be visiting the lecture so as to limit the                  
wasted amount of paper. 
Jaleesa; Why will you wait for the Green Office before undertaking action? 
Li-An Mu; This is as to not waste time by reinventing the wheel in regards to being                 
environmentally friendly. 
Kayan; How about attendance forms? 
Li-An Mu; We will have one for tonight, but naturally we will recycle it. 
Kayan; To what extent do you wish to enforce this policy? 
Li-An Mu; This policy is to motivate us to reflect on every paper usage and make sure that                  
we only use paper when it has a definitive contributing factor. Naturally as we are human,                
some things we may miss. 
Fayrouz; This is some critique we got regarding gala tickets last year, google forms isn't               
legally binding. 
Li-An. Mu; Thank you for letting us now, we will look further into that. 
Martijn; Actually google forms is legally binding if you have the proper phrasing in the form.                
This might not be a goal for now, but how about making rules and regulations regarding                
sustainable consumption before the end of next year. 
Li-An Mu; We already have chosen for a different option. 
Martijn; Why?  
Li-An Mu; We will only start after the collaboration with Green Office. 
Miriam; That wasn't the question, can you answer the question? 
Li-An Mu; We didn't chose to do that. 
Martijn; Why not just set as goal to set up a protocol regarding sustainable consumption? 
Aiso; We have chosen to set up the goal after meeting with the Green Office. 
Li-An Mu; Yes indeed, because some associations already have a sustainability           
commission, we don't want to reinvent the goal. So we want to first investigate what is useful                 
and worth doing before acting. That's why we aren't doing it now and waiting until we                
established contact. 
Sanne; The information leaflet is rarely being read. So why not just save on that because it's                 
also on Facebook? Also regarding the legality of google forms why not look towards ticket               
sites. 



Miriam; Why are you even asking permission for this from the GMA? Your goals is now to                 
contact the Green Office, why do you need permission for that? 
Aiso; Our goal is to contact them and see if the information we receive from them can be                  
used to make goals. 
Miriam; But that isn't you goal. 
Aiso; The goal is being more sustainable, so we will already do some stuff in accordance to                 
that and then after contact with the green office do more. 
Miriam; So when will you have reached the goal? 
Aiso; When we are more sustainable 
Miriam; So the plan is to create a sustainability plan, but that isn't in accordance with your                 
goals. So why are your goals wrong then? 
Aiso; We don't have a concrete answer for that now, we will return with one after the break. 
 
Aiso presents 3. General. 
  
Aiso: We will have a short break for 5 minutes at 19:54. 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
Aiso; The GMA will now continue at 20:03. 
Aiso; After talking it over we have decided to reform our sustainability goal. It is now to set                  
up a concrete plan and goal regarding sustainability in collaboration with the green office. 
 
3.1 Committee policy 
 David presents 6. Committee Policy  
Committee Policy: General Committee Changes 19.40 - 19.55 
September Camp Committee 
Due to seeing a high workload for the members of the September Camp Committee, we               
want to introduce a six person September Camp Committee. This will relieve some of the               
stress and give room for breaks for the committee members during the camp, as these are                
as of yet, hard to find. In order to test this new policy’s effectiveness, this change will be                  
evaluated after next year's September Camp to see if its applicable in the future.  
 
Cooking Committee 
The Cooking Committee will organise six activities this year compared to eight last year. This               
will enable them to spend more money per activity and as such be able to organise better                 
activities. We think quality is more important than quantity in this regard. 
 
Film Committee and Intellectual Activities Committee 
Professionalising these committees will ensure that the organisation of the talks will go             
smoothly and make the committees more visible to members and non-members. Social            
connection will be promoted among committee members. Another goal is to have the             
committees filled as much as possible by the end of the year (4-7 members for the Filmco                 
and 4-7 members for the IntAc). This year, the Film Committee will also organise movie               
nights as done so last year by the 2019 A Film Odyssey society, which has been disbanded. 
 



David; Are there any questions? 
 
Wouter; Regarding the CoCo, Is it already determined how many activities they will have              
this year? 
David; There are guidelines, we will aim towards 8 activities with enough space between              
them. 
Wouter; How will you professionalise the IntAc? 
Robert; With, among other things, more guidance. We will follow target 4 and we will               
promote better bonding among the commission. 
Klaske; Regarding the SeptemberCampCO, more members does mean more rest for the            
members. But there might also be even more chaos, have you thought about this. 
David; Yes, that's why we will try it and evaluate it to determine if this options contributes to                  
improving the commission. 
Klaske; Will you also be guiding them? 
David; Yes. 
Jaleesa; You are the first board with a glossary in their policy, why do you have one? 
Aiso; this sounds like a stilistic remark and not a remark regarding the content, so we will                 
skip this question but will reflect on it in private. 
Anouk; What does professionalising mean except for more guidance? 
Robert; Beter commission president training, better meeting minutes, better meeting          
agendas etc.. 
Anouk; That isn't now? 
Robert; Not always and we want to prevent that. 
Valentine; Regarding SeptemberCampCo, that sixth person might cause more harm than           
good. Why not work more intimately with the commission as board and take up more tasks                
as board to reach the goal instead of adding another person. 
David; Thank you for your remark, but even with the entire commission and board of eleven                
people total, we still couldn't achieve that goal. Which we find quite unfortunate. 
Valentine; That’s why I said better collaboration. 
David; We will take it into consideration. 
 
Committee Policy: Party Committee Changes 
In previous years, the Party Committee has had a substantially lower workload than other              
continuous committees. We think that is a missed opportunity. Therefore, we want to             
empower the Party Committee. For this we have the following reasons 

- In this way the Party Committee is strengthened as an integrational and educational             
tool 

- We think this will have better parties as a result which improves the association 
 

We want to achieve this by enacting the following changes 
- The Party Committee will have a treasurer responsible for spending the party’s            

budget adequately. Every party will have its own budget that the Party Committee is              
free to spend. 

- the Party Committee will be responsible for all of the parties, except the Dies and               
Final party. They are, of course, supervised by the CI throughout the entire year. 



- In addition to the parties, the Party Committee will organise a few weekly activities              
throughout the year 

- The Party Committee is expanded to 5 to 6 six members ideally 
 

Aiso: any questions about the committee policy? 
 
Miriam; What is wrong with the previous structure?  
David; If you compare the Parttee with other continuous commissions, there are some clear              
differences. Such as differences in responsibilities, for example regarding their budget. 
Miriam; So they don't control their own budget now? 
David; Among other things yes. 
Valentine; I don't really see the difference with last year? 
David; I talked to all the committees, amongst which the Parttee and they told me they want                 
more responsibility and more control on what they can do. 
Valentine; I still don't see the difference in duties compared to last year. 
David; Those previously mentioned duties and responsibilities.  
Valentine; I agree with them being more active, but why should they have more people? 
David; Besides organising parties, they will also organise activities and play a bigger part in               
the promotion of their own activities and in other aspects that are not clear yet. 
Sanne; We mighty expand further by composing a tapteam or something else. We want to               
make the parties even bigger and better than before. 
Martijn; How much budget will they have and what will they do with it? 
Annika B.; Parties will come from the party budget, but activities will come from both the                
party and the IC budget. 
Martijn; So it will be at the expense of the IC. 
Annika B.; I will collaborate with the treasurers of the committees for further details 
Kayan; Won't all of this be at the expense of other committees, such as the AcCo or                 
something? 
Iris; We actually discussed this, we will do other things than them and we will takeover some                 
of “their” activities after consultation with them. 
Wouter; So… they will get their own budget, but also the IC’s budget? What? 
David; Sorry for the sorry unclearness. Annika B. will get the party budget and give it to the                  
Partee per activity in parts throughout the year. 
Wouter; So the IC budget is the fun-factor budget? 
David; No, because Annika B. is in charge of it. 
Wouter; on Basis of? 
Annika B.; I will make a budget for them in which the money for the Parttee is included 
Wouter; So they actually won't have their own money? 
Annika B.; No... 
Miriam; So you say that you will give them their own budget, but actually you will get it and                   
give it to them from another budget. 
Annika B.; This is because the party budget can come from multiple sources, but yes you                
are right this is a problem which I’m still working on within the budget. 
Ilmar; Why not just give them their own budget? Because now you give them money to                
spend and don't let them control their own budget entirely by themselves. 



Corne; There is always money moving around in collaboration with the treasures of the              
committees and the treasurer of the board. This is nothing new. 
Annika B.: Maybe it is indeed a better idea to give them their own budget. 
 
Aiso: 3.2 IT committee   19.55 - 20.05 
Madio: The IT committee in its current form essentially exists as a separate organ from SIB                
and we wish to change that. We want to turn the IT committee into a board committee so                  
that it can work more closely with the board and there is more oversight and cooperation in                 
what they are occupied with. 
 
Furthermore we want to turn it into a more active committee which will be more enjoyable                
and where members will learn from. This will be done by use of trainings, GM’s, activities                
etc. 
Finally regarding the website, once we have renewed the IT committee we will assess the               
project and determine a plan of procedure for the coming year. So we can’t say anything                
concrete about it yet. 
 
Aiso: any questions about the IT committee? 
 
Hugo: Is there spare money for trainings? 
Madio: Yes. 
Fayrouz: Can we have an update on the website? 
Madio: It’s quite a large project and it will take a while to finish it. Especially if you want it to                     
be future-proof. 
Martijn: We were already quite far with the website, when suddenly everybody got busy and               
it came to a standstill. Unfortunately, it has completely come to a standstill now. I’m happy                
that there is a policy for it now from the board, but this is the first time we’ve heard about it. 
Miriam: You, as ICTcie-member, hear it for the first time? 
Madio: The ICTcie is composed of people that work full time, that’s why the communication               
amongst them isn't great. 
Kayan: Who is the president? 
Madio: I will be, we thought that would increase the ease of communication between the               
committee and the board. 
Miriam: I just realised that there are multiple commissions that are not yet aware of their                
new responsibilities. This has already happened multiple times that its becoming           
problematic. 
Martijn: Madio if you are so busy with being a secretary, is it a good idea for you to be                    
president of the commission? 
Madio: We still want to try to make it work this way. 
Martijn: Let me rephrase; Is it a good idea for the committee to become a board committee? 
Madio: The idea of it being a board committee is that this will promote the communication. 
Martijn: I’m not sure if turning the committee into a board commission will contribute. 
Aiso: The intention of it that there will be a safetynet in regard it IT-related issues, so we                  
believe it has added values. 
Kayan: I agree with Martijn, I think you should reconsider if it has added value. 
Martijn: The website is a project, so if its done, it's done and the workload disappears. 



Madio: we believe there can be multiple projects where the ICTcie can be of used to, for                 
example the project commissions. 
Wouter: Do they even want to do it? 
 
Short break 
 
Aiso: We have talked about it amongst ourselves and decided to not turn it into a board                 
committee. It will just be a regular board commission, with a fresh new take. 
 
Aiso: Then we move on to secretariat 
 
Madio     20.05 – 20.13 

● Digital newsletter; SIB has a digital newsletter that is sent out on a weekly basis to                
inform members of activities and news related to the association. This newsletter is             
sent through mailchimp which provides information on the “opening rate”, percentage           
of people that open the mail and read it, of the mails. This year we will be measuring                  
and comparing that percentage to previous years to measure member interaction.           
The average of the previous years was a 40% opening rate and target will be to                
reach a 50% opening rate on average over the entire year for the e-SIB. This will be                 
done by making the e-SIB a consistent, reliable and amusing form of news which will               
make it more attractive to read. 

● Digital voting application; The voting application, used for the grading of the talks             
programme, has been having some issues functioning for a while now and is due for               
a upgrade. That's why we aim to create a new voting program before the end of the                 
academic year. 

 
Jaleesa: It says that you want to increase the average opening rate by 10%, how will you do                  
that? 
Madio: There are quite a few small issues in the administration, I am going to actively solve                 
those. This will make sure that the will be less bounced mails and fewer unwilling contacts in                 
the mailing list. 
Jaleesa: What do you do in case of a data breach? 
Aiso: That is in the law. 
Martijn: It is legally required to have a policy on that. 
Aiso; We were under the impression that the law was the same as the policy, we will need                  
to create a policy for that then. We will go after it. 
Jaleesa: What kind of functions will the program have? 
Madio: The primary function is for people to be able to vote so that the CE can more easily                   
gather data about talks. 
 
Aiso: Any questions about secretariat? 
 
Aiso: Then we move on to finance 
 
Finance 20.13 - 20.25 



Annika B.: Please hold your questions until the end of this slide. I will present the budget                 
after the break.  
 
Most of this chapter stays the same compared to previous years. The deposit, even though 
kept in a safe, will generally not exceed €200 and the ING payment account will generally 
not exceed €2000, unless we expect large expenses in the near future.  
 
A change we did make is that I will inform the Board during the Board meeting every week                  
about the state of direct debits and that direct debits will generally be collected within 40                
days from the activity. If this for whatever reason does not happen, I will send a mail to the                   
concerned members.  
 
Last year new members had the possibility to become a member for €10 for the first part of                  
the year if they signed up during the UIT. However, most international students arrive after               
the UIT. Since we want to give them the same offer, we have decided to provide them with                  
the same discount during the orientation day by the UU. 
 
Aiso: Acquisition  
As this years measures concerning the talks have proven, acquisition is more important this              
year than ever for the talks.  
This year, funding will be requested for the symposium, the Grand Voyage and the              
2020/2021 talks. It is possible to request funding for the Simulation as well, but we assume                
to use the same free location as last year, in which case this won’t be necessary.  
 
The symposium committee has already researched possible funds and will approach the            
same funds as last year, so we have no reason to expect problems there.  
 
I will stimulate the travel committee to start applying for funding as early as possible as well                 
and they can see what funds have been approached in the past as well.  
 
For the 2020/2021 talks the goal is to complete the budget without withdrawing from the               
financial reserves. In order to succeed in this endeavour, the AC and I have a strategy to                 
approach as many funds that might possibly support us. 
 
Aiso: Other sources of income 
 
Annika B.: The alumni policy stays the same, but for new alumni there will be an option to                  
donate to the talks specifically, in addition to the minimum contribution of €15 to SIB. 
Likewise, for non-members there will be an option to donate only to the talks. This will also                 
be promoted more than last year, by making sure there are donation forms at the information                
stall during the talks. Furthermore we are including the PSC in finding ways to promote this                
option. 
 
Aiso: Any questions? 
 
Martijn; Do you already have any ideas for sponsors? 



Aiso; We will discuss that at the chapter sponsoring. 
Rosalie; Have you thought about asking current alumni for sponsorship? 
Annika B.; Good idea, we will look into that. 
Wouter; Why do you want to do the half-year deal for internationals, won't they abuse it. 
Annika B.; It is indeed a risk, but we think its worth taking considering the contributions it                 
can make. This is mostly aimed at international students who do their entire study in the                
Netherlands, seeing as they are also the most likely group to become a member. 
 
David: Internal Affairs  
Internal Affairs Committee 20.25 - 20.40  
This year the IAC will try to achieve the following  

- Preserving the confidentiality of IAC meetings and correspondence between the IAC           
and members 

- Paying extra attention to IAC member attendance on activities. High attendance           
improves the quality of their input on the evaluation of activities and increases their              
knowledge of the general tendencies in the association. This will enable the IAC to              
better enact its own duties 

 
Aiso: Any questions? 
 
Jaleesa; I saw in the policy that IC-members should be in multiple commissions, is that               
feasible? 
David; Yes, we have been doing that for years, its to get more first-hand knowledge about                
the commissions. 
Fayrouz; That is quite a old policy, it might have came to existence from a time where there                  
was a lack of members. Not so that IC-members take in the space of new members. 
David; I had a different interpretation, but i can understand your fear. 
Rosalie; Maybe you should look more at the policy as a guideline, not to follow it blindly. 
Martijn; Back in my board year we also had a lack of first years, so we did that too. 
Anouk; Do you not have enough contact with presidents of commissions? 
David; Last year all the presidents from the continual commissions were in the IC, so they                
had a double role within SIB. Secondly it might be that a president is not assertive enough to                  
tell me there's a problem, it makes it easier if they are in the IC. 
Anouk; How does that work with the policy? 
David; My policy isn't changing anything, this has been a classical policy that has been               
operational for years. 
Anouk; I don't really get the position of the IC, why do you want a IC-member in a                  
commission for information if you can just ask the president. 
Aiso; This is to get more information, to have multiple information sources is only better. 
David; Best case scenario its the president of the commission, but a member is also fine. 
 
Grand Voyage 
Grand Voyage 
We want to organise a Grand Voyage/Grote Reis this year, because of the following reasons 

- Last Grand Voyage/Grote Reis was 2 years ago and members are aching for a new               
one 



- SIB advertises by claiming to travel far away. If we continue to do KIPs we do not                 
really adhere to this claim 

- Members really like the Grand Voyage for its unique appeal and member connection             
potential 

- We want to continue the alternation between Grand Voyages and KIPs as we think              
this is best-suited in accord to the financial and committee filling capacity of the              
association. In addition, the two trips would compete with each other regarding            
attendees, which we’d like to avoid. Since we had a KIP last year, this would mean it                 
is time for a Grand Voyage. 

 
Aiso: any questions? 
 
Sanne; About the big trip, the past few years we haven't been that far, so our sales pitch                  
might not be 100% truthful. 
Eefje; The thing with the grand voyage is that it is always difficult to fill the committee. So                  
how is that going now? 
David; Were still busy with that, but we believe that we will be finished filling the commission                 
before november. 
Eefje; But is it as difficult, just like previous years? 
David; Yes, it’s definitely a challenge, but we are actively working on it. 
Martijn; I really like the name of the commission! 
 
HapHop changes 
We want to reduce the amount of HapHops from every other week to once a month. We                 
want to do this for the following reason 

- Eating out in Utrecht is pretty expensive. It is hard to find venues who offer meals for                 
less than €10,-. Because of these high prices, members often stay away from those              
HapHops, negatively affecting the turnout. Adding to that: the turnout of HapHops            
largely consists of Board members (32%). We think that fewer HapHops make them             
more special, increasing the turnout. A higher turnout on HapHops increases their            
quality as integrational and social tools. 

- We are of the belief that, in accord to our plan to introduce a biweekly talk, it would 
be ill advised to combine every talk with a HapHop, as we think this negatively affects 
the turnout of said HapHop. We want to keep the option of a talk without a HapHop 
open 

 
Aiso: any questions? 
 
Miriam; Why not instead of once a month a more expensive HapHop, just a standard cheap                
HapHop at Hema. This is a risk, HapHop’s may leave the traditions of SIB and this will lower                  
the member bonding. 
David; We are afraid that with a biweekly lecture that by having a HapHop at every talk it will                   
have a repelling effect. 
Miriam; Can you expand on that? 
Aiso; With a lower amount of HapHop, we can have more special ones which will make                
more people come. This will be better than the weekly low turnup. 



Miriam; It isn't every talk, but every tuesday. I don't get the argumentation. 
Aiso; Regardless of the talk, it is quite expensive for members to go out to eat before the                  
talk on a biweekly members for members. 
Miriam; Why not just have a HEMA HapHop, super cheap and just give the option for it. 
David; It isn't just price, it's also about attendence rates. 
Miriam; It is more about “gezelligheid”, the attendence rate doesn't matter much. 
Martijn; First of all, if you only do it once a month why did you make it more expensive?                   
Secondly, if there is no correlation between price and attendence rate what does it matter?               
Thirdly, if the total attendence is 18 people, then having 12 members show up is quite good. 
Tom; First of all, why why does the HapHop always need to be before a talk, it can be                   
another time? Secondly what does the average turnup matter if the final number is constant? 
Valentine; HapHop’s are made for first years to gap the time between classes and the talks. 
Anouk; It is definitely important for first years who don't have a room yet. I just got a room                   
now, but before that I almost always went because of that very reason. 
Sanne; I do agree having new locations. 
Rosalie; I agree with Martijn. 
Aiso; Lets vote about it, by hand. 
 
Vote results: Haphop plan is not accepted. 
 
Robert presents 7. External Affairs 
Firstly, we want to make the External Affairs Committee more professional and visible to              
members. This will be done by reintroducing shirts for the committee, organising more             
‘gezelligheid’ gatherings and making sure the committee is adequately filled by the end of              
the association year.  
Secondly, external contacts have never been more important for SIB, which means we will              
aim to intensify existing relationships and establish new ones. This will not only be the               
responsibility of the CE but also of the EAC.  
 
Aiso: Any questions? 
 
No questions. 
 
Li-An Mu. presents 8. Promotion 
This year the responsibilities of promotion and sponsoring committee are separated between 
the CP and CS. 
 
Brand awareness 
In line with the two-year plan for internationalisation we will maintain SIB-Utrecht as a brand               
name. We want to introduce our association more like a concept, SIB-Utrecht like for              
example UMTC. Because a lot of our activities are unrelated to international politics and this               
can confuse people. However, our association does have a unique combination of more             
intellectual activities and Dutch ‘gezelligheid’. Therefore, we want to keep our official name in              
order to open doors for our activities that do lean into this more international relations side.  



We will thus promote with SIB-Utrecht to students and use a dependent clause such as               
SIB-Utrecht: Student association for International Relations’ or ‘SIB-Utrecht: Dutch United          
Nations Student Association‘ in more formal mails to speakers.  
 
English promotion 
English will be the main language for all promotion to members and external parties.              
There will be three exceptions to this rule: the promotion of Dutch talks, the SIBLink and                
posts in the exclusive Facebook member group ‘Sibbeling’. The motivation for the exception             
for promoting Dutch talks in Dutch, is to communicate clearly to international members that              
they are unfortunately not able to attend this part of the Tuesday evening. In the ‘Sibbeling’                
we choose to not exclusively use English as the communication language, seeing as this is               
mainly an internal promotion channel. 
 
Instagram promotion 
There will be more focus on Instagram as a promotional platform as fewer students use               
Facebook as their active social media platform. A promotion blueprint will be used to              
promote one part of the Tuesday evening programme on Tuesday and other parts of the               
association such as committees, past trips or activities on Thursday or Friday.  
 
Aiso: any questions? 
 
Dana; So texts on Facebook in two languages, but why not in the e-sib? 
Li-An Mu.: The e-sib is done by Madio and a combination of texts of several people. It is                  
easier to do it in one language. In two languages we’d have to ask too much of people 
Valentine; So the ultimate goal is not to involve members in international activities 
Li-An Mu.; While promoting, we often get the question whether we are a study association.               
So we need to promote better because first impressions are important, but the promotion              
remains the same. 
Valentine; People often want to know what SIB stands for, what do you do in such a case? 
Li-An Mu.; By removing the bottom line we create more flexibility in the promo talk and                
adept it for whoever asks  
Martijn; Sorry if I’m nagging, so the name of the association is changed? 
Li-An Mu.; No, less emphasized by promotion 
Martijn; That’s fine, but watch out for doing this by official occasions because there DUNSA               
is an important name. And what about Facebook? 
Li-An Mu.; We’ll watch out for it. Facebook will be like last year.  
Fayrouz; What about the number of non-members at the symposium? 
Aiso; We’ll get back to that, remind me please. 
Kayan; Why is instagram monolingual? I get it with the title, but you’ve got a nice text, why                  
not make it bilingual? there’s room for it. 
Li-An Mu.; Yes, instagram enables it. Experience learns that long texts are too much. it fills                
the whole screen of a phone, so I’m against it.  
Kayan; I would conduct some extra research here, because you’re missing an entire group.              
By the way, what about LinkedIn, very important for our target audience. 
Li-An Mu.; We continue last years policy on both LinkedIn and Twitter 
Kayan; Why not decide to put extra effort in there as well? 



Li-An Mu.; Fair point, I’ll look into it 
 
Annika B. presents 9. Sponsorship 
This year the sponsor goal has been lowered to €1700. We have decided to do so since the                  
past few years the goal of 2000 euros was never met. (the highest amount was 1175). This                 
year I hope to continue the contracts created by Eefje and find new sponsors. By doing so I                  
hope to increase the sponsorship income. 
 
Additionally we will be responsible for the sponsorship of SIB-Nederland this year. I will              
mostly look into bigger or maybe even international companies for SIB-Nederland. Since            
they will probably be more interested in a bigger association.  
 
Aiso: any questions? 
 
Rosalie; Thanks for this slide, useful numbers. Nice meme as well 
Kayan; Is there a policy for sponsorship? For example my logo on the site, I didn’t ask for it,                   
also prospectus? 
Annika B.; There was a miscommunication here, so it’s not relevant and we fixed it.               
Additionally I edited the prospectus. 
Hugo; €1700 at sponsoring, what are you going to do that your predecessors didn’t do? 
Annika B.; I’m going to continue a line of growth, keep our current sponsors and add to                 
them 
Martijn; Look to sponsoring in kind, printing companies and such 
Annika B.; Good idea, we will look into it. 
 
Aiso; Returning to Fayrouz’ earlier note, concerning our target of external visitors to the              
symposium, after a moment of consultation, we’ve decided to lower it to 75. 
Fayrouz; Does the Sympo think this is a good idea? 
Sanne; Can’t speak for our chair 
Aiso; Fair point, we’ll discuss this with the sympo and set a new target for the half year ALV 
Audrey; What are the changes in the policy? 
 

● Robert; none 
● Annika B.; Party budget to the Parttee 
● Aiso; none 
● Madio; IT committee regular committee 
● David; HapHop remains weekly 
● Li-An Mu.; scrap sympo target for non-members, SMART target for target 6 at the              

half year ALV 
 

Aiso: Then we move to the voting, any volunteers for the voting committee? 
Voting by hand, result: 
6 against, all others in favor 
 
Hereby is the policy document, after adapting the agreed changes, accepted. 
  



HAMMER STRIKE 
  
Aiso: Since we’ve already had a break, and don’t have much time we continue right away.                
Then we move on to the next agenda item, item 10, evaluating the internationalisation              
process. 
  
HAMMER STRIKE  
 
10: evaluating the internationalisation process.                                    21.10– 21.20 
 
David: During the last three months we have witnessed the first september period since the               
beginning of the internationalisation process. According to the Two-year Plan, we will            
evaluate the Internationalisation Process since the previous GMA. As of yet, we have five              
international members. The integration of the five new international members is made            
difficult by the following: 

- some do not have a working cell phone, or haven’t exchanged their cell phone              
numbers with us, making communication between the CI and them difficult 

- some have expressed their preference for the FIT over the September period, as this              
gives them time to get used to their new life in the Netherlands 

- there is still a high entry barrier for internationals to attend social SIB activities,              
because the dominant language is Dutch. 

 
Aiso: any questions? 
 
Audrey; What are your next steps based on this evaluation? 
David; Try our best to get internationals to the FIT, because a citytrip attracts more               
international students than a camp. Furthermore, anglicising the institute, and thus hopefully            
attract more international students. 
Nian; September intro was difficult for good reasons, do you have any tips for next year? 
David; Some ideas, but it’s too early to say anything 
Eefje; FIT is very important, also for internationals, is there a planning yet? 
Li-An Mu.; The committee is aware that they have a good promotion point. Internationals              
don’t know the concept of Dutch student associations, but they do love traveling. 
Eefje; I meant more via which medium 
Li-An Mu.; University of Utrecht puts internationals in big Facebookgroops, and we’re active             
in those.  
David; Ask our current internationals what they recommend  
Anouk; Why promote to external internationals? Since if a trip is full, members have priority 
Li-An Mu.; Yes, that’s how it works, so we promote via Facebook to become a member and                 
join the trip 
David; It is more of a bait 
Myrte; Do you have plans for integrating international members? 
David; At this moment it is the same policy as for dutch members, since we know too little                  
for a protocol, since we’re in an early stage of the process.  
Fayrouz; Is it an idea to have an international member write a plan for integrating               
international members for successors 



David; Good idea, we’ll work on it 
 
Aiso: Then we move on to the next agenda item, finance. 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
11: Budget                   21.20 – 21.45 
Aiso: For this, i will give the floor to Annika B. 
 
Annika B.: I will now be presenting the budget for next year. There have been some                
changes since the year GMA and I will walk you through them. 
Let’s start with the income. There are two big changes compared to last year. First of all,                 
SIB-Nederland won’t give us €200 anymore, since this will go to the gala and the city                
organising the gala, secondly the incidental sponsors have decreased to €1700, like            
explained before. Additionally the sponsoring of Cervantes has been changed to €1800. 
 Then the expenses: 

● First the administration and Board costs 
○ We have lowered the board training to €100 since we don’t expect to spend               

more than that. 
○ The printing costs are now budgeted to €150 since we want to become more              

sustainable and will be printing less 
○ We have also decreased the Representation and Board costs and the 

Secretariat with €50 since this money was not spent last year and the 
Inauguration GMA was cut back with €50. 

○ The workshops for Board committees did increase with €50 so there is money             
for a workshop for the it-committee 

● Then the Committee support 
○ Compared to last year there won’t be a KIP , but there will be a Grand                

Voyage. Since the Grand Voyage is a larger trip we have decided to budget              
€800 

○ The budget of the Intac is lowered to €250 because they haven’t spent more 
than €155 for the past 5 years. We still want to give them the operant to 
organise bigger activities. But, we think the past shows it is unrealistic for 
them to spend €400 

○ The budget for both the FIT and the LIT has been decreased to €600. This is 
because the contribution has been increased with €5, causing the trips to 
have an increased budget despite the lower contribution from sib. 

○ The sib-link budget has been increased because of inflation 
● The second to last change is in the one-time activities. 

○ Both the budget of the Dies and Introduction periods have been lowered with 
€100. This is because the introduction periods have only once exceeded €520 
in the past five years. And because we think it is possible to spend less 
money on the dies. 

● The budget for contributions, build-up of reserves, other and fixed charges haven’t             
changed. 

● The last change is a decrease of €2 in the unforeseen expenses. 
●  



Aiso: any questions? 
 
Jaleesa; Will the money we get from Cervantes be lower when we come there less. 
Annika B.; According to the original contract not really, they might at most lower it with 150                 
euros. 
Hugo; Can you re-explain the SIB-NL gala sponsoring please? 
Annika B.; All money from SIB-NL will go to the city which organises the SIB-NL gala that                 
year, so the gala will be cheaper and part of the transport from SIB-Groningen can be paid. 
Aiso; Part of the money will go to SIB-Groningen for the bus to the gala location. 
Hugo; What if the amount of money from Cervantes decrease, will it matter much in the                
budget? 
Annika B.; According to the contract there won't be any changes, so we don't expect some                
in the budget. 
Hugo; I don't think the 1700 euros budgeted in from sponsoring isn't achievable, so I don't                
have a lot of confidence in the budget. 
Miriam; ~repeats louder~ 
Rosalie; Isn't sponsoring always estimated to high so the treasures has some money to              
move around? 
 
Jaleesa: What about the ICTcie regarding board trainings? 
Annika B.; You are right, we will now change it, the chapter of Board trainings will now be                  
Board trainings + ICTcie training. 
Martijn; After a short ICTcie meeting we decided that we probably won’t need a budget for                
trainings. 
Annika B.; We still  wish to keep it to keep the option open in case it's necessary. 
 
Iris; Is it right that the Parttee budget isn't included. 
Annika B.; Yes the budget still needs to be adjusted. 
Martijn; Wouldn't it be more logical for the the Parttee budget to be bigger considering their                
extra responsibilities? 
Annika B.; If this appears to be necessary it will be adjusted at the halfyear GMA. 
 
Jaleesa; Why do we give 50 euros to SIC? 
Annika B.; It’s for changing of the statutes. 
 
Aiso: No question? Then we will vote on the budget. 
 
Vote results: 

● 4 votes against 
● 2 abstaining votes 
● The remaining people are pro 

 
Aiso: Okay then the budget is accepted. 
 
Aiso: 
12. Approving process temporary budget 21.45 - 21.55 



During the Year-GMA it was decided that we would think of a new way to approve the                 
temporary budget during the Year-GMA, which will be presented this evening. Since it was              
inconvenient that the budget was presented, but couldn’t be explained in detail because the              
policy wasn’t public yet, we have the following suggestion for approving the temporary             
budget: 

- First the auditing committee will take a look at the temporary budget and give              
feedback to the future treasurer.  

- The budget will be available online at the same time as the convocation, so members               
can take a look at the budget and think of questions to ask during the GMA. 

- During the Year-GMA the future treasurer will only present the big changes and             
answer questions from the GMA, but won’t go into depth on other subjects. The              
budget will be presented on the powerpoint for potential references. 

- The GMA will vote 
 
Aiso: Questions? 
 
Jaleesa; Wasnt this a idea at the Year GMA when everybody was very tired, what is the use                  
of it? 
Miriam; The point was that by already explaining the future budget that the policy of the new                 
board will almost automatically be revealed, so we were to put confidence in teh future               
treasures so we could approve it at the Policy GMA and trust that they wont ruin the                 
association in those few months. 
Aiso; So youre saying that all we should remove is the phrasing of big changes. 
Miriam; I would say we should vote on just part of the budget and not all the other stuff. 
Annika B., Can you be more clear on what you see as a part, like just skip past it or... 
Jaleesa; Just show big changes in the budget and present them, you dont have to explain it                 
otherwise the reason behind it will be revealed. 
Aiso; Okay, but then then the GMA can’t ask any hard questions. 
Martijn; Shouldnt we change the statutes for this then? 
 
Everybody shakes their head in disagreement 
 
Aiso; Is everybody fine with this, lets vote. 
 
Result: 

● Everybody agrees with the proposal 
 
Aiso: Then we move on to the next agenda item, the board round. 
 
 HAMMER STRIKE 
 
 12: Board round 21.55 - 22.00 
 All board members will now briefly explain their activities of the past months. 
Li-An Mu.: 
In the time that I have been a board member I have busied myself with the promotion of                  
everything that we do as an association. I have learned some Photoshop skills, mainly to               



use for the banners but also for some memes here and there sprinkled in. Together with                
Annika B. I am also enjoying the fun times with the promotion and sponsoring committee.               
Furthermore, I would like to add that I’ve also spent quite a lot of time with my lovely                  
colleagues in our board room which I’ve enjoyed very much.  
 
David:  
For the past few months I’ve primarily concerned myself with the September introduction             
period, new member integration, committee filling, filling the SIB-agenda and preparing the            
FIT introduction period. 
 
Madio: 
For the past few months i have been busy with my general secretary tasks and writing the                 
policy document. Furthermore i have been updating and improving the administration,           
started working on the voting programme, working on and learning for the website. 
 
Aiso: 
For the past few weeks I have mostly been busy writing the policy document and endless                
meetings with the Pnyx committee about the relocation. Besides that I’ve been working with              
the AC on finding funds to approach for next year’s talks. Furthermore I’ve been working on                
the setting up of the Task Force and helping Robert fill the agenda with talks 
 
Annika B.: 
For the past few weeks I have been mainly busy with getting used to being a Boardmember.                 
And after that I made a start for sponsoring by editing and translating the prospectuses and                
contacting a few companies. I’ve also collected most direct debits from last year and had my                
first meeting with the auditting committee, which went well. 
 
Robert: 
For the past few weeks i have been busy thinking about our policy and writing the policy                 
document with the EC. Furthermore i was occupied with presiding over the EC, planning              
talks and collaborating with my board. Oh and i made some memes. 
 
 Aiso: any questions? 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
 
13: A.O.B. 22.00 – 22.05 
Is there any other business? 
 
No questions 
 
Then we move on to the question round. 
 
HAMMER STRIKE 
Punt 14: rondvraag  22.05 – 22.10 
Then we move on the last agenda item for today, closing the GMA. 



 
A lot of people complimented the board on the acceptance of the policy document. 
 
Dana: I liked the memes a lot. 
 
 HAMMER STRIKE 
 
Punt 15: sluiting 
I hereby close the General Members Assembly of the Utrecht Dutch United Nations             
Association of August 30, 2019 at 22:13. Thank you all for coming 
Bij deze sluit ik de algemene ledenvergadering van de Utrechtse Studentenvereniging voor            
Internationale Betrekkingen van 17 oktober om 22:13 uur. Bedankt voor jullie komst! 
  
HAMMER STRIKE 
  
Hopefully we will see you all at the cambridgebar! xxx 
 


